English Mastery Reading for Pleasure booklist
A Monster Calls, Patrick Ness & Siobhan Dowd (2011)
ISBN: 9781406339345 (illustrated) / 9781406361803 (text only)
Conor has the same dream every night, ever since his mother first fell ill, ever since
she started the treatments that don't quite seem to be working. But tonight is
different. Tonight, when he wakes, there's a visitor at his window. It's ancient,
elemental, a force of nature. And it wants the most dangerous thing of all from
Conor. It wants the truth. Patrick Ness takes the final idea of the late, award-winning
writer Siobhan Dowd and weaves an extraordinary and heart-breaking tale of
mischief, healing and above all, the courage it takes to survive.
Canon Fire, a collection of various authors edited by Michael Morpurgo (2008)
ISBN13: 9780435131944

Based on the recommended authors list in the revised Key Stage 3 curriculum,
this collection brings together great authors from the literary heritage and the
best contemporary writers. It book is divided into four sections each of which
introduces readers to a different genre.
Charlotte’s Web, E.B. White (1952)
ISBN: 9780141354828
This is the story of a little girl named Fern who loved a little pig named Wilbur and
of Wilbur's dear friend, Charlotte A. Cavatica, a beautiful large grey spider. With the
unlikely help of Templeton the rat, and a wonderfully clever plan of her own,
Charlotte saves the life of Wilbur, who by this time has grown up to be quite a pig.
Children of Blood and Bone, Tomi Adeyemi (2018)
ISBN13: 9781250170972
The daughter of a great maji, Zélie Adebola remembers a time when magic flowed
through the land and through the bones of the summoners. With her white hair, the
mark of the gods, she is marked as one of the ibawi – the divine - those with the
potential for power.
When a chance encounter brings her face to face with a rogue princess escaping from
the palace with an object of immense significance, Zélie finds herself on a mission to
restore what was stolen from her people and claim her birth right.
Chinese Cinderella, Adeline Yen Mah (1999)
ISBN: 9780141359410
Jung-ling's family considers her bad luck because her mother died giving birth to
her. They discriminate against her and make her feel unwanted yet she yearns and
continuously strives for her parents' love. Her stepmother is vindictive and cruel and
her father dismissive. Jung-ling grows up to be an academic child, with a natural
ability for writing. Only her aunt and grandfather offer her any love and kindness.
Jung-ling blossoms in spite of everything and the story ends as her father agrees to
let her study in England.
Coram Boy, Jamila Gavin (2004)
ISBN13: 9781405212823

Eighteenth-century England is the setting for Jamila Gavin's sweeping saga of
growing-up, struggle, tradition and corruption. From an acorn of an idea about a
real-life good Samaritan of yesteryear, the author has crafted a satisfying, if
occasionally painful, novel that spans the lives of several fortunate and
unfortunate young people of the day.
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Holes, Louis Sachar (1998)
ISBN: 9781408865231
Stanley Yelnat’s family has a history of bad luck, so when a miscarriage of justice
sends him to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention Centre (which isn't green and
doesn't have a lake) he is not surprised. Every day he and the other inmates are told
to dig a hole, five foot wide by five foot deep, reporting anything they find. The evil
warden claims that it is character building, but this is a lie and Stanley must dig up
the truth.
I am Thunder, Muhammad Khan (2018)
ISBN13: 9781509874057
Fifteen-year-old Muzna Saleem, who dreams of being a writer, struggles with
controlling parents who only care about her studying to be a doctor. Forced to move
to a new school in South London after her best friend is shamed in a scandal, Muzna
realizes that the bullies will follow her wherever she goes. But deciding to stand and
face them instead of fighting her instinct to disappear is harder than it looks when
there's prejudice everywhere you turn. Until the gorgeous and confident Arif shows
an interest in her, encouraging Muzna to explore her freedom.
In the Sea There are Crocodiles, Fabio Geda & Enaiatollah Akbari (2012)
ISBN13: 9780385534734

When a ten-year-old boy's village in Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule, his
mother shepherds the boy across the border into Pakistan but has to leave him
there all alone to fend for himself. Thus begins Enaiat's remarkable and often
punishing five-year ordeal.
Based on Enaiat's close collaboration with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and
expertly rendered in English by an award-winning translator, this novel
reconstructs the young boy's memories, perfectly preserving the childlike
perspective and rhythms of an intimate oral history.
London Eye Mystery, Siobhan Dowd (2016)
ISBN13: 9780385612661
11.32am. Ted and his sister Kat watch their cousin Salim get on board the London
Eye. The pod rises from the ground, high above the city.
12.02am. The pod lands and the doors open. Everyone exits - everyone but Salim.
Even the police are baffled - so it's up to Ted, whose brain runs on its own unique
operating system, to solve this mystery and find Salim.
Teaming up with Kat, Ted follows a trail of clues across London - while time ticks
dangerously by...
Looking for JJ, Anne Cassidy (2013)
ISBN13: 9780152061906
A gripping and emotionally searing novel from a talented author, Looking for JJ
explores the circumstances and motives behind the murder of a child - by her friend.
Six years later, JJ has now been released, and has a new identity. But is there any
way that she can lead a "normal" life?
Lords and Ladies, Terry Pratchett (2013)
ISBN13: 9780552153157
A Discworld Novel. It's a hot Midsummer Night. The crop circles are turning up
everywhere-even on the mustard-and-cress of Pewseyy Ogg, aged four. And Magrat
Garlick, witch, is going to be married in the morning...Everything ought to be going
like a dream. But the Lancre All-Comers Morris Team have got drunk on a fairy
mound and the elves have come back, bringing all those things traditionally
associated with the magical, glittering realm of Faerie: cruelty, kidnapping, malice
and evil, evil murder.
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Maggot Moon, Sally Gardner (2013)
ISBN13: 9780763665531
One hundred very short chapters, told in an utterly original first-person voice,
propel readers through a narrative that is by turns gripping and darkly humorous,
bleak and chilling, tender and transporting.
What if the football hadn't gone over the wall. On the other side of the wall there is a
dark secret. And the devil. And the Moon Man. And the Motherland doesn't want
anyone to know. But Standish Treadwell - who has different-colored eyes, who can't
read, can't write, Standish Treadwell isn't bright - sees things differently than the
rest of the "train-track thinkers."
Noughts & Crosses, Malorie Blackman (2001)
ISBN: 9780552555708
Sephy is a Cross - a member of the dark-skinned ruling class. Callum is a nought - a
'colourless' member of the underclass who were once slaves to the Crosses. The two
have been friends since early childhood. But that's as far as it can go. Until the first
steps are taken towards more social equality and a limited number of Noughts are
allowed into Cross schools...Against a background of prejudice and distrust,
intensely highlighted by violent terrorist activity by Noughts, a romance builds
between Sephy and Callum - a romance that is to lead both of them into terrible
danger.

Stay a Little Longer, Bali Rai (1937)
ISBN13: 9781781128329
Aman's dad is gone, leaving her feeling lost and alone. She struggles to talk about it,
but it's a fact and he isn't coming back. When a lovely man called Gurnam moves in
to her street and saves Aman from some local bullies, he and Aman quickly become
friends, perhaps even like family. But Gurnam has his own sadness. One that's far
bigger than Aman can understand, and it's tearing his life apart.

Northern Lights, Philip Pullman (1995)
ISBN: 9781407130224
When Lyra's friend Roger disappears, she and her dæmon, Pantalaimon, determine
to find him.
The ensuing quest leads them to the bleak splendour of the North, where armoured
bears rule the ice and witch-queens fly through the frozen skies - and where a team
of scientists is conducting experiments too horrible to be spoken about.
Lyra overcomes these strange terrors, only to find something yet more perilous
waiting for her - something with consequences which may even reach beyond the
Northern Lights...
Orange Boy, Patrice Lawrence (2016)
ISBN13: 9781444927207
Sixteen-year-old Marlon has promised his widowed mum that he'll be good, and
nothing like his gang-leader brother Andre. It's easy when you keep yourself to
yourself, listening to your dead dad's Earth, Wind and Fire albums and watching scifi. But everything changes when Marlon's first date with the beautiful Sonya ends in
tragedy; he becomes a hunted man and he has no idea why. With his dad dead and
his brother helpless, Marlon has little choice but to enter Andre's old world of guns,
knives and drug runs in order to uncover the truth and protect those close to him.
It's time to fight to be the last man standing.
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Refugee Boy, Benjamin Zephaniah (2001)
ISBN13: 9780747550860
Acclaimed performance poet and novelist Benjamin Zephaniah's honest, wry and
poignant story of a young refugee left in London is of even more power and
pertinence today than when it was first published.
Life is not safe for Alem. His father is Ethopian, his mother Eritrean. Their countries
are at war, and Alem is welcome in neither place.
So Alem is excited to spend a holiday in London with his father - until he wakes up to
find him gone. What seems like a betrayal is in fact an act of love, but now Alem is
alone in a strange country, and he must forge his own path ...
Roll of Thunder, Hear my Cry, Mildred D. Taylor (1976)
ISBN13: 9780140348934
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry is the classic story of a girl growing up in the deep
South. Set in Mississippi at the height of the American Depression, this is the story
of a family's struggle to maintain their integrity, pride and independence against the
forces of a cruelly racist society.
The Mississippi of the 1930s was a hard place for a black child to grow up in, but still
Cassie didn't understand why farming his own land meant so much to her father.
During that year, though, when the night riders were carrying hatred and
destruction among her people, she learned about the great differences that divided
them, and when it was worth fighting for a principle even if it brought terrible
hardships.
Sawbones, Catherine Johnson (2004)
ISBN13: 9781406340570
Sixteen-year-old Ezra McAdam has much to be thankful for: trained up as an
apprentice by a well-regarded London surgeon, Ezra’s knowledge of human anatomy
and skill at the dissection table will secure him a trade for life. However, his world is
turned on its head when a failed break-in at his master’s house sets off a strange and
disturbing series of events that involves grave robbing, body switching … and
murder.
The Bombs that Brought us Together, Brian Conaghan (2016)
ISBN13: 9781408855744
Fourteen-year-old Hamish Law has lived in Little Town, on the border with Old
Country, all his life. He knows the rules: no going out after dark; no drinking; no
litter; no fighting. You don't want to get on the wrong side of the people who run
Little Town. When he meets Pavel Duda, a refugee from Old Country, the rules start
to get broken. Then the bombs come, and the soldiers from Old Country, and Little
Town changes for ever.
The Bone Sparrow, Zana Fraillon (2016)
ISBN13: 9781484781517

Subhi is a refugee. Born in an Australian permanent detention center after his
mother and sister fled the violence of a distant homeland, Subhi has only ever
known life behind the fences. But his world is far bigger than that—every night,
the magical Night Sea from his mother's stories brings him gifts, the faraway
whales sing to him, and the birds tell their stories. And as he grows, his
imagination threatens to burst beyond the limits of his containment.
The most vivid story of all, however, is the one that arrives one night in the form
of Jimmie—a scruffy, impatient girl who appears on the other side of the wire
fence and brings with her a notebook written by the mother she lost. Unable to
read it herself, she relies on Subhi to unravel her family's love songs and
tragedies.
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The Boy at the Back of the Class, Onjali Raúf (2018)
ISBN13: 9781510105010
There used to be an empty chair at the back of my class, but now a new boy called
Ahmet is sitting in it.
He's eight years old (just like me), but he's very strange. He never talks and never
smiles and doesn't like sweets - not even lemon sherbets, which are my favourite!
But the truth is, Ahmet really isn't very strange at all. He's a refugee who's run away
from a War. A real one. With bombs and fires and bullies that hurt people. And the
more I find out about him, the more I want to be his friend.
That's where my best friends Josie, Michael and Tom come in. Because you see,
together we've come up with a plan.
The Breadwinner, Deborah Ellis (2014)
ISBN13: 9780888994165
Since the Taliban took over Afghanistan, 11-year-old Parvana has rarely been
outdoors. Barred from attending school, shopping at the market, or even playing in
the streets of Kabul, the heroine of Deborah Ellis's engrossing children's novel The
Breadwinner is trapped inside her family's one-room home. That is, until the Taliban
hauls away her father and Parvana realizes that it's up to her to become the
"breadwinner" and disguise herself as a boy to support her mother, two sisters, and
baby brother.
The Children of Willesden Lane, Mona Golabek (2017)
ISBN13: 9780446690270
Fourteen-year-old Lisa Jura was a musical prodigy who hoped to become a concert
pianist. But when Hitler's armies advanced on pre-war Vienna, Lisa's parents were
forced to make a difficult decision. Able to secure passage for only one of their three
daughters through the Kindertransport, they chose to send gifted Lisa to London for
safety. As she yearned to be reunited with her family while she lived in a home for
refugee children on Willesden Lane, Lisa's music became a beacon of hope. A
memoir of courage, survival, and the power of music to uplift the human spirit, this
compelling tribute to one special young woman and the lives she touched will both
educate and inspire young readers.
The Explorer, Katherine Rundell (2018)
ISBN13: 9781481419451
From his seat in the tiny aeroplane, Fred watches as the mysteries of the Amazon
jungle pass by below him. He has always dreamed of becoming an explorer, of
making history and of reading his name amongst the lists of great discoveries. If only
he could land and look about him.
As the plane crashes into the canopy, Fred is suddenly left without a choice. He and
the three other children may be alive, but the jungle is a vast, untamed place. With
no hope of rescue, the chance of getting home feels impossibly small.
Except, it seems, someone has been there before them.
The Extinction Trials, S. M. Wilson (2017)
ISBN13: 9781474927345
Betrayal. Sacrifice. Survival.
Welcome to the Extinction Trials.
In Stormchaser and Lincoln's ruined world, the only way to survive is to risk
everything. To face a contest more dangerous than anyone can imagine. And they
will do anything to win.
But in a land full of monsters - human and reptilian - they can't afford to trust
anyone. Perhaps not even each other...
“The Hunger Games meets Jurassic Park”
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The Hobbit, J.R.R. Tolkien (1937)
ISBN: 9780261103344
Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable, unambitious life, rarely
travelling further than the pantry of his hobbit-hole in Bag End. But his contentment
is disturbed when the wizard, Gandalf, and a company of thirteen dwarves arrive on
his doorstep one day to whisk him away on an unexpected journey ‘there and back
again’. They have a plot to raid the treasure hoard of Smaug the Magnificent, a large
and very dangerous dragon.
The Hunger Games, Suzanne Collins (2008)
ISBN: 9781407109084
Sixteen-year-old Katniss Everdeen regards it as a death sentence when she is forced
to represent her district in the annual Hunger Games, a fight to the death on live TV.
But Katniss has been close to death before-and survival, for her, is second nature.
The Hunger Games is a searing novel set in a future with unsettling parallels to our
present. Welcome to the deadliest reality TV show ever.
The Poet X, Elizabeth Acevedo (2018)
ISBN13: 978-1405291460
Xiomara Batista feels unheard and unable to hide in her Harlem neighborhood. Ever
since her body grew into curves, she has learned to let her fists and her fierceness do
the talking. But Xiomara has plenty she wants to say, and she pours all her
frustration and passion onto the pages of a leather notebook, reciting the words to
herself like prayers—especially after she catches feelings for a boy in her bio class
named Aman, who her family can never know about. With Mami’s determination to
force her daughter to obey the laws of the church, Xiomara understands that her
thoughts are best kept to herself. So when she is invited to join her school’s slam
poetry club, she doesn’t know how she could ever attend without her mami finding
out, much less speak her words out loud.
The School for Good and Evil, Soman Chainani (2013)
ISBN13: 9780062104908
This year, best friends Sophie and Agatha are about to discover where all the lost
children go: the fabled School for Good & Evil, where ordinary boys and girls are
trained to be fairy tale heroes and villains. As the most beautiful girl in Gavaldon,
Sophie has dreamed of being kidnapped into an enchanted world her whole life.
With her pink dresses, glass slippers, and devotion to good deeds, she knows she’ll
earn top marks at the School for Good and graduate a storybook princess.
Meanwhile Agatha, with her shapeless black frocks, wicked pet cat, and dislike of
nearly everyone, seems a natural fit for the School for Evil.
But when the two girls are swept into the Endless Woods, they find their fortunes
reversed.
To Kill a Mockingbird, Harper Lee (1960)
ISBN13: 978-0099549482
Compassionate, dramatic, and deeply moving, To Kill A Mockingbird takes readers
to the roots of human behavior - to innocence and experience, kindness and cruelty,
love and hatred, humor and pathos. Now with over 18 million copies in print and
translated into forty languages, this regional story by a young Alabama woman
claims universal appeal. Harper Lee always considered her book to be a simple love
story. Today it is regarded as a masterpiece of American literature.
Wonder, R. J. Palacio (2012)
ISBN: 9780552565974
Auggie wants to be an ordinary ten-year-old. He does ordinary things - eating ice
cream, playing on his Xbox. He feels ordinary - inside. But ordinary kids don't make
other ordinary kids run away screaming in playgrounds. Ordinary kids aren't stared
at wherever they go. Born with a terrible facial abnormality, Auggie has been homeschooled by his parents his whole life. Now, for the first time, he's being sent to a real
school - and he's dreading it. All he wants is to be accepted - but can he convince his
new classmates that he's just like them, underneath it all?
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